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ABSTRACT
Like many large cosmopolitan cities, Boston MA has traffic congestion problems that
translate into major parking problems in the city. The parking situation may be
improved if real-time information on parking availability were made available to
drivers over the internet via web enabled devices such as cell phones, personal digital
assistants (PDA's) or desktop/laptop browsers. This thesis elaborates on how
parking status is determined via use of parking sensor networks, and how pertinent
data is delivered to the end-user over the internet. This paper also discusses the
market opportunity for the IPM (Intelligent Parking Management) parking solution
giving reasons why it may change the way cities like Boston manage their parking.
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1. An Introduction to Intelligent Parking
Parking is an ever-growing problem is most large cities. In such settings, information
about parking is important to both the drivers and the municipal governments for the
following reasons
I. Providing parking information to drivers empowers them to make intelligent
decisions about where they park
II. Municipal governments benefit from parking information because it enables
them to better serve their constituents.
This thesis proposes to reduce the problem of parking by the use of parking sensor
networks' to provide parking information to drivers and municipal governments.
Chapter II of this thesis discusses the parking problem, and the business opportunity
that Intelligent Parking Management (IPM) presents. This section takes the form of a
business executive summary that makes a case for IPM-Inc 2. Chapter III introduces
the concept behind the solution and discusses the problem solving methodology as
well as necessary tools that would be necessary to tackle the problem. Chapter IV
elaborates on the design specifications of the proposed solution i.e. both software
and hardware. Chapter V discusses the testing of the concept i.e. the physical
prototype and concept demonstration. Chapter VI summarizes the findings of the
thesis and gives recommendations on things that may need to be considered when
implementing the concept on a larger scale.
I Parking Sensor Networks comprise of magnetic sensors and RF transceivers that transfer data to a
central server that sits on a network (the network must be part of the World Wide Web)
2 1PM inc. is possible start-up company (comprising of the IPM team members) that would take the
IPM concept to the market and offer the solution as a technology product with potential for revenue
generation.
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2. The Parking Problem & Business Opportunity
2.1. Problem Statement
Since 1990, there has been a significant growth in the number of automobiles
despite the modest growth in population. For example; Boston's population has
grown about 3% while auto registrations have grown about 36% over that same
period. In a recent national survey, parking costs in Boston, at up to $28/day,
were second only to New York City. Boston Traffic Department (BTD) issued
1,746,744 parking violations in Fiscal Year (FY) 2001. In 200, 65,380 Resident
parking permits were issued by BTD, a 47% increase from 1990. These statistics
demonstrate that parking is an extremely scarce and poorly managed resource in
most major metropolitan cities like Boston, and can be managed better.
2.2. Opportunity
2.2.1. Market Definition & Size
Cities that are like Boston with respect to parking i.e. where parking is a
poorly managed scarce resource, form the basis of our market. Given the
nature of the problem, it is clear there that there is a market for a solution
that addresses the problem. The target market for IPM (Intelligent
Parking Management) is the top ten Central Business Districts (CBD's) in
the U.S.A. given that they resemble our demographic of cities where
parking is a valuable commodity. The target market is estimated to be
about $200M out of a possible total annual market-space of 30B (see
Figure 1). According to International Parking Institute in Fredericksburg,
VA, consumers spend over $30 billion a year on parking in North
America and over 450 hours, or about 19 days a year, looking for parking.
Additionally, the parking industry is extremely fragmented for private
parking vendors. Please refer to the Market Strategy Section for details on
the market attack plan.
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Fiaure 1 Size of the Market
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2.2.2. Research Methodology
Several market research data sources were viewed including VERA at MIT
Dewey Library. Conversations with Industry professionals in the
transportation industry were a crucial source of data. Extensive searches
on the internet were also done.
2.2.3. Market Strategy
IPM's Market strategy is to develop leadership in specific initial markets
and leverage this leadership to the mass market. Our marketing philosophy
follows the Geoffrey Moore "Crossing the Chasm" approach to
marketing. Moore uses the analogy of "taking the beachhead," dominating
your initial target segment and then moving into adjacent, and logical,
segments We use the 5Ps of Marketing to validate and refine our
marketing strategy i.e.
- Positioning - resource transformation
- Promotion - testimonial sales (1st customer)
- Product - technology solution for parking
10
- Placement - high end CBDs in top ten cities
- Price - industry leader in cost
We3 would therefore launch our product in Boston because it has a highly
educated population that can easily access the web. Once we attain a
sizeable consumer following, we would launch into other business districts,
starting with the East coast, and slowly spreading to other parts of the
country. The launch in Boston would similarly not be instantaneous.
Parking sensor networks (see chapter III for more details) would be
installed in specific streets of interest i.e. those where parking is most
valued. Proliferation of parking sensor networks to different streets would
be dictated by cost benefit analysis i.e. a comparison of the projected
revenue generated with the initial investment required. Using this strategy,
IPM intends to provide services based on market demand.
2.2.4. Risks and Mitation
The most significant risks in this endeavor exist in the customer
relationship management with municipalities. These risks can be
characterized by long and difficult sales cycles with small initial unit sales.
We can structure our business model to mitigate many of these risks but
cannot eliminate them entirely. For example, we will share initial
investment cost for hardware installations, we will participate in revenue
sharing based on incremental increases in parking meter revenues. Other
risks include vandalism and damage of the hardware. We can help mitigate
these risks by sharing the customer replacement cost and develop durable
packaging. Other risks such as issues concerning system scalability can be
addressed with controlled growth in unit sales and negotiated contracts
with suppliers. Our growth philosophy is therefore simple. We will have
consistent and controlled growth in order to improve the way we deliver
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The IPM Management Team
our products to customers. Our goal is to make money by continuously
satisfying customers' needs and providing the latest innovations in
integration technologies. In order to do this, we have identified our most
important resources as time, people and money, in that order.4
2.2.5. Competitor Profile & Competitive Advantage
The parking information providers currently provide historical parking
data to municipalities and local governments. Data is used only by these
consumers and the format in which it is provided may be difficult to
interpret. IPM's competitive advantage is in the provision of real-time data
to more consumers in a user friendly format, and at a reasonable price.
2.2.6. Conpetitive Landscape
Our current research indicates that implementation of this idea on a large
scale in the United States is limited. Our competition would therefore be
providers of parking hardware and/or data who could potentially provide
an intelligent parking solution to their customers. Our competition
therefore could include local government initiatives, parking management
companies, parking meter companies and parking data solution providers.
Parking Management Firms
o Central Parking Corporation
Central Parking Corporation is the leading provider of parking services
with significant market share, acquired though internally financed
growth, take-always from competition and significant acquisitions.
Like many of its competitors it offers a variety of services to include
but not limited to consulting, facilities management, parking meters,
4 Based on an Entrepreneur Magazine interview with Peter Meyer, principle of Scotts Valley,
California-based The Meyer Group, a management consulting firm focusing on rapid-growth
organizations.
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equipment maintenance, enforcement and billing and collection. The
top five parking industry players make up only 5.9% of the industry
with combined revenues of $1.775 billion. 5 Since public parking is
controlled by governments, public parking spending and revenue are
excluded in this analysis. Additionally, we are only looking at North
American figures. The top five industry players are all well established:
Table 1 Competitive Landscape
Company Units Revenue Year / Symbol
Central Parking Corp 3,617 $640,000,000 1968 (CPC)
APCOA/Standard Parking 1,985 $60,000,000 1998 (private
merger)
Ampco System Parking 1,800 $55,000,000 1974 (ABM)
Imperial Parking Corp 1,581 $140,000,000 1962 (IPK)
Diamond Parking Inc 975 $27,580,000 1922 (private)
Parking Meter Vendors
o SchlumburgerSema
SchlumbergerSema was formed in April 2001, and currently offers a
broad portfolio of technology solutions: enterprise software systems,
smart cards, payphones, parking meters, and mass transit terminals.
As a leader in smart card technology, their parking systems are mainly
designed to leverage their smart card innovations to provide flexible
payment solutions to the parking industry. They are the first company
to attempt to integrate wireless networking capabilities into their high-
end, multi-space parking meters. Sema are experienced business and
engineering operators, leaders in the smart card industry, pioneers in
applying wireless technology to parking meters ande already have
established customers (sales in New York, Oregon, Texas, etc.). Most
importantly they are backed by a financially stable parent company -
5
"Paid-Parking Lots See Business Stall in Attacks' Aftermath", Wall Street Journal, November 19, 2001.
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Schlumberger Co. Ltd. However, they have very expensive products
($5000 - $20,000 per unit) and specializes in multi-space meters, not
on-street parking.
o POM
POM has been the self-described leader in parking meter innovation
since its inception when it was founded by the inventor of the
parking meter. POM is aggressive in electronic parking meter
systems, smart card meter systems, security solutions, and partnered
technologies. POM is a privately owned corporation that
manufactures parking meters in Russellville, Arkansas. The United
States Patent Office has granted POM 17 patents with several still
pending. POM has strong experience in the parking meter industry,
a strong portfolio of parking meter related patents, a very strong
capital position ($18.4M in revenue in 2001) and well-established
distribution partners. However POM customers must purchase the
latest meter to get the advanced digital functionality. Additionally,
POM does not offer networking capabilities or remote management
and the functionality of meters cannot be significantly upgraded once
installed.
o Duncan Industries
Duncan Industries is a global provider of parking meters and related
management systems. Based in Arkansas, Duncan continues to
expand its domestic markets via its large network of distributors. It
has recently begun to aggressively pursue next-generation parking
meters that are smart-card enabled and which locally track revenue
and usage patterns. Like POM, Duncan has strong experience in the
parking meter industry and well-established distribution partners.
But also like POM, Duncan customers must purchase the latest
meter to get the advanced digital functionality and Duncan offers no
14
networking capabilities or remote management.
* Solution Providers
o VehicleSense - A Cambridge Based startup that offers parking data
to municipalities. They currently are alone in the market-space as far
as Boston goes but seem likely to grow.
2.2.7. Execution Plan and Financial Proections
Dynamic Growth
In order to help us prepare for the erratic sales cycles, we constructed a
Systems Dynamics Model of the possible sales cycle. The model is based
on the famous "market model" by Forrester (1968) for high-tech growth
firms, which address a puzzle that is still an issue today. Most new
companies fail. Some grow for a while but then stagnate. Still fewer
manage to grow but experience periodic crises, often inducing turnover of
top management. Only a very small number seem able to grow rapidly and
steadily for extended period of time as shown in the figure. It's often true
that there are no obvious differences between the successes and failures in
the quality of the products, the creativity of their engineers, or other
fundamentals. The explanation for the differing outcomes lay in the
different decision rules used to manage the enterprise and the
unanticipated side effects of policies that appeared to be rational and well
intentioned when viewed in isolation.
Pricing Strategy
Using the value-added pricing methodology, we price each transaction
individually but adhering to a general baseline pricing structure. Since
every city is unique, we must anticipate each customer will require a
different price. Using the value-added pricing method allows us to retain
flexibility in our pricing lists and constantly yields a market value for our
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products, which have a minimum cost structure. Currently, we use a
shared pricing structure (50% of COGS) for the initial investment and
shared revenue structure for the monthly subscription (90% of incremental
revenue).
IPMTM Unit Sale - $1,105 set up fee
IPMTM Unit Sale Support - $2,160 monthly
Financial Milestones
First, we created projections for sales, hiring and departmental operating
expenses. Second we account for delayed cash flow (60 days).
Concurrently, we calculated cash in the bank. By starting with $950,000
cash and hiring as a function of sales, thereby reducing operating expenses
until absolutely necessary, we never dip below $30K. We exceed our
original cash position by October 2004 (our breakeven point) and have
monthly cash flows in excess of $100,000 by August 2006.
Summary
IPM therefore will be a technology solution provider with direct sales to
municipalities as a hosted service / application service provider. We will
share investment cost for initial hardware installations. Our primary
revenue will come from recurring monthly revenues, which will result
from the increased incremental revenue to the municipality. This is a
direct revenue sharing model. Eventually, after establishing a large
customer base, we will license our technology directly to parking
management firms.
We value this technology and business model using a net present value
model on a five year horizon, with a terminal value, for both the firm and
the customer. We can achieve these projected cash flows for an initial
investment of $950,000.
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NPV to Customers
23% of Total Value Creation
5 year NPV
Terminal NPV
~ $5,410,258
~ $3,934,911
NPV to Firm
77% of Total Value Creation
5 year NPV
Terminal NPV
~ $17,671,563
~ $16,410,704
Total Value Creation
$23,081,822
Table 2 IPM Financial Projections
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2.2.8. Exit Strategies
Initial Public Offerng. The companies that do best in going public have
strong and sustainable earnings growth or an explosive potential. Our
focus on strong internal controls and systems will handle increased growth
and timely financial reporting. The new funds will be used to finance
growing operations, pay off debt, and provide liquidity for the company's
early investors and employees by creating a market for the company's
stock. It also provides a public image for venture capitalists, other
investors and the general public, as an IPO can be one of the biggest
marketing opportunities for a company. We know that by selling part of
the company equity on the stock market, we will relinquish further control
over operations and must submit to the rules for publicly listed companies.
This late stage of financing is generally known as mezzanine financing. 6
Acquisition. As an alternative to going public, we are aware that many start-
up companies choose to sell the company to another company. We will
present almost the same information to a prospective acquirer as we would
for an IPO. The buyer will be looking for depth of management, a history
of audited financial statements, and consistent reinvestment of earnings
into operations and regular business plans and projections. The
negotiation of a company sale is complex and needs the assistance of
qualified accountants, bankers and lawyers to make sure that you are
getting the best deal possible. We will identify possible purchasers and
going through the sales process. 7
6 http://www.bcentral.co.uk/finance/plan/planningpic.asp.
http://www.bcentral.co.uk/finance/plan/planninqplc.asp.
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2.2.9. Management Team
The management team is a lean combination of engineering expertise and
frugal business strategy. We will increase employees as function of sales in
order to minimize operating expense and intellectual inventory and to
maximize the throughput of our software sales. Our endgame
organizational chart, once fully realized, will follow a functional
organizational matrix. Key individuals from each department will be
directly responsible for customer service.
IPM Founders
James Muriithi - Developed and implemented Engineering Management
Systems at General Motors (GM). M.Eng candidate (MIT)
Mesbah Haque - Founded a consulting company providing innovative
solutions to corporate IT systems and training needs. MEng candidate
(MIT), MCT, MCSE, MCSD, MCDBA
Dion Edge - Founded and sold on-line art brokerage, tested leadership
experience in the US Army as a combat arms officer, MBA and MEng
candidate (MIT)
Jedidiah Northridge - Software developer and Linux administrator for
Lucent Technologies. SM IT candidate (MIT)
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3. The Solution
3.1. Concept
To facilitate intelligent parking, information must be available to drivers on a
real time basis. We propose to avail real-time parking information over the
web. Hence, drivers would be able to log on to a website via any web enabled
device (including cell phones or PDA's) to check for parking availability in
designated locations. The infrastructure to enable this to occur would contain
a hardware component and a software component
Figure 2 Concept Visualization
Batation
Comm. Tower
Parking System
IT ERNET Server
ParkingDB
Remote User
We propose to avail parking information on a real time basis by building
smart sensor parking networks that deliver data to a server. Such smart
sensor networks would consist of a number of sensors spread across parking
spots in a given a geographical area. Each sensor would be capable of
gathering data pertaining to parking and sending this data wirelessly to a
central collection point. This collection point would be the gateway to a wired
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network, which would host a server. The server would be used to store data
sent on parking and availing it to users via the internet. Figure 4 shows a
simple diagram detailing the key aspects of the architecture of the hardware
setup
Figure 3 Hardware Setup
INTERNET
1
Cont ion
W th Fnet
Laptop
Wireless Communication Connection
Central Data
Collection
Point
Connection to
Network
Parking Sensor Network
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-A
Web Server
Notes
I. In a large scale implementation, the connection to the network can
be through a wireless network provider who supports GSM or
CDMA e.g. AT&T or Sprint Wireless. Wireless networks generally
would transfer data into a wired network from which it would be
accessible
II. The Central Collection point in a real world application can be a
base station that communicates via the RFID architecture to
parking sensors placed in remote locations
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3.2. Software Component
3.2. 1. Software Process
The nature of this software undertaking would be a rapid development
project given the timeframe for implementation, and would therefore
need to be managed as one. The software management model adopted
for this project is the spiral model. According to Rapid Development by
Steve McConnell p141, the definition of a 'spiral model' would be "....A
risk oriented lifecycle model that breaks a software project up into mini-
projects. Each mini-project addresses one or more of the major risks until
all the major risks have been addressed. The concept of risks relates to
poorly defined requirements, architecture, potential performance
problems, problems in underlying technology and so on......" An
illustration of the spiral model is shown in Figure 5 (McConnell, p142)
Figure 4 Spiral Model Illustration
(Adapted from Rapid Development, Taming Wild Software Schedules, McConnell, 1996)
Cumulative cost
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Thus, the following detailed explanation outlines the six steps undertaken
as per the illustration in Figure 5
1. Determination of objectives, alternatives and constraints. This is
done via group meetings and brain-storming sessions where the
objectives for the project are decided upon. Alternatives discussed
in this session would include other ways to approach the project
including possible integration of this model with the waterfall
approach.
2. Identification and resolving of risks (requirements)
Requirements are spelled out in a document that crystallizes
exactly what needs to be addressed. Risk prioritization happens at
this stage so that the riskiest items become the first to be tackled.
This is reflected in the Unified Modeling Language (UML)
representation of the most critical use case scenarios. Pertaining
database design follows completion of the UML representation.
Effort analysis (i.e. the correct combination of technology, people,
and resources required to successfully complete this project) is also
performed at this stage.
3. Evaluation of alternatives
Given that the prioritization of risks, pertaining data modeling &
design, and effort analysis have occurred, alternatives for each
component can be developed i.e. back up plans. These alternatives
are evaluated to ensure that they match the risks involved.
4. Development of deliverables for that iteration
The actual software prototype is developed with a 'bare bones'
approach in mind. A bare bones approach is one that at first only
minimally satisfies pre-defined requirements that rank highly as far
as risk goes. Thus deliverables would be steered by the software
development product plan see (Figure 6)
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5. Planning the next iteration
Given that there has been some developmental groundwork
broken, there is room now for a more in-depth look at plans for
the next cycle i.e. to focus more on what the initial learning curve
has made apparent.
6. Committing to an approach for the next iteration
Committing to an approach for the next iteration requires refining
of objectives, redefining constraints and elaborating more on
alternatives. The learning curve from the first iteration would
indeed have a lot to do with the strategy adopted for the second
iteration. As such, re-evaluating the objectives, targets subject to
things learnt would be key to successive product improvement.
3.2.2. Product Plan
The Spiral software development gives flexibility for continuous
evaluation of the product and also provides room for innovation. It is
expected that the product will improve over time due to the systematic
approach to dealing with risky aspects of the process. Figure 6 highlights
some of the future product versions planned for and their pertinent
timeframes. The product versions constitute the major deliverables and
start out with simple implementations of our product and gradually
increase in complexity. Each product version has more functionality than
the predecessor, and addresses objectives that rank lower than those in
previous version. The timing in the software development iterations is
therefore steered to fulfill the timeframe requirements of this product
plan.
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Figure 5 Product Development Plan
Product
Features W
Year -
The product plan and the software process theoretically allow continuous
innovation and increase the odds that of having a deliverable product
after completion of each iteration cycle. The tradeoff here is that
increased time period allotted for software development is likely to lead to
a very refined software product release, while reduced developmental
timeframe may lead to unrefined software releases.
3.2.3. Software Deve/opment Too/s
For this project, Microsoft SQL Server and other Microsoft .NET tools
will be used to be able to perform the following tasks
i Convert data into applicable format
F Move data from the Central Collection point to the appropriate
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location on the server i.e. the correct table in the database
* Link database to the web to enable it to be queried via the
internet and display pertinent results
3.2.3.a. Microsoft .NET Tools'
The following Microsoft .NET tools will be used for the web architecture.
" ASP.NET
" ADO.NET
" SQL Server 2000 (DTS Package)
3.2.3.a. 1. ASP.NET
ASP.NET is a set of technologies in the Microsoft .NET Framework for
building Web applications and XML Web Services. ASP.NET pages execute on
the server and generate markup such as HTML, WML or XML that is sent to a
desktop or mobile browser. ASP.NET pages use a compiled, event-driven
programming model that improves performance and enables the separation of
application logic and user interface. ASP.NET pages and ASP.NET XML Web
Services files contain server-side logic (as opposed to client side logic) written in
Visual Basic .NET, C# .NET, or any .NET compatible language. Web
applications and XML Web Services take advantage of the features of the
common language runtime, such as type safety, inheritance, language
interoperability, versioning, and integrated security.
3.2.3.a.2. ADO.NET
Microsoft ActiveX@ Data Objects .NET (ADO.NET) is a set of libraries
included with the Microsoft .NET Framework that helps you communicate with
data from .NET-based applications-including XML data. It has the tools to
access, sort, and manipulate data in Web-enabled enterprise applications with the
Adapted from Microsoft - http:,/,/www.microsoft.com, 05/01/03
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tools and wizards in Visual Studio .NET. With extensibility, its enhanced
integration with Microsoft SQL ServerTM 2000, and more make it very suitable
for our application.
3.2.3.a.3. SQL Server 2000 DTS Package9
Microsoft@ SQL ServerTM 2000 Data Transformation Services (DTS) is a set of
graphical tools and programmable objects that lets you extract, transform, and
consolidate data from disparate sources into single or multiple destinations.
A DTS transformation is one or more functions or operations applied against a
piece of data before the data arrives at the destination. The source data is not
changed. For example, you can extract a substring from a column of source data
and copy it to a destination table. The particular substring function is the
transformation mapped onto the source column. You also can search for rows
with certain characteristics (for example, specific data values in columns) and
apply functions only against the data in those rows. Transformations make it easy
to implement complex data validation, data scrubbing, and conversions during
the import and export process. Against column data, you can:
" Manipulate column data - For example, you can change the type, size,
scale, precision, or nullability of a column.
- Apply functions written as ActiveX scripts - These functions can apply
specialized transformations or include conditional logic. For example, you
can write a function in a scripting language that examines the data in a
column for values over 1000. Whenever such a value is found, a value of -
1 is substituted in the destination table. For rows with column values
under 1000, the value is copied to the destination table.
" Choose from among a number of transformations supplied with DTS. -
An example would be a function that reformats input data using string
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See Appendix for DTS Tutorial
and date formatting, various string conversion functions, and a function
that copies the contents of a file specified by a source column to a
destination column.
" Write your own transformations as COM objects and apply those
transformations against column data.
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4. Design of the Solution
4.1. Software Requirements
The software requirements contained here were done in accordance with
the spiral model described in section 3.2.1 of this document. A graphical
illustration of these requirements is represented in Figure 7. Since this is an
object oriented design, the UML activity diagram is represented in Figure 8
shows the different use cases we considered. The database design (see
Figure 9) was done as following the completion of the UML activity
diagram.
4.1.1. Users
Our website is designed for the following users
1. Drivers of automobiles in Boston - Those looking for immediate
parking in a specified location
2. Power Users e.g. Boston Transportation Department (BTD) and
other municipalities - BTD is interested monitoring parking use in
the city
4.1.2. System Features
The two main system components shall be a website and a database.
Some middleware will also be required to link the two components
together. A basic illustration of the website is shown in Figure 4.1 An
explanation of the website content is given in the succeeding
paragraphs.
4.1.2.a. Main Website/Homepage
The Intelligent Parking Management (IPM) Homepage will contain
an overview of services offered and links to other pages i.e. the
'Registration' page, 'Log in' page and 'Abut us' page. The homepage
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will also have marketing information about the host company and
content that shows the user to how and where to input the
information pertaining to location targeted for parking. The user will
be required to input the following information
1. Log in Name
2. Password
Successful submission of the log in and password will cause the
Parking Search page
4.1.2.b. About us Page
Contains information about the Management Team of the company
and the various experiences they bring to IPM.
4.1.2.c. Registration Page
If the user is not a registered user, he/she shall
information The users will be required to
information when they download this page in
register
1. Their First Name
2. Last Name
3. Email
4. Street Address
5. City
6. State
7. Zip Code
8. Credit Card Number
not be able to access
enter the following
order to successfully
Once this information is entered, the users must submit
information. A successful submission of information will direct
the
the
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user to the confirmation page which has links to the Home page.
The user can now log in as a registered user to retrieve information
pertaining to parking.
4.1.2.d. Parking Search Page
Successful submission of the log in and password will cause the
Parking Search page to be displayed. To view parking, the user will
be required to use the scroll down bar to select the desired area.
When the desired area is selected, the Parking Availability Page is
displayed
4.1.2.e. Parking Availability Page
This page shows the parking in a given area both in text form and in
graphical form. Graphical form uses colors to denote parking
availability i.e. red to show unavailability and green to indicate
availability.
4.1.2.f. Power User Page
This page shall have links to pages that display the following
1. Information pertaining to the availability of parking on a given
street. The information shall be represented graphically i.e. an
electronic map with superimposed parking sensor information
represented by color coded indicators
2. Information that shows the following "General use Information"
pertaining to the parking location
a. How often is the parking location is occupied during working
hours,
b. The percentage time the parking locations are used in a given
time-frame i.e. the efficiency of use of the parking locations
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Figure 6 Web IPM illustration
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Figure 7 UML Activity Diagram
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Figure 8 Database Design
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4.2. Effort Analysis:
This section details the effort estimation necessary to complete this project
based on the following general assumptions
" Effort analysis discussed here is for the entire IPM project (i.e. start to
finish). Effort estimation does not detail the resources required for
successful completion of each iteration cycle's deliverables as spelled
out in the product plan.
" IPM information will be availed through an ASP.NET application.
This application will be supported by a single database consisting of
multiple tables. Based on this
" We will use a Function-Point approach for estimating the size of our
system. Steve McConnell describes this approach in Rapid
Development'O. To work through this algorithmic approach, we must
first identify how many items we have that match the following:
4.2.1. De initions:
* Inputs:
Screens, forms, dialog boxes, controls... through which an end-user
adds or changes a programs data. For our purposes, these are the web
pages that users can enter simple information into (Login, Search
Parameters, etc) to achieve a desired result.
* Outputs:
Output will be limited to screens, reports and graphical illustrations
that the program shall render to an end-user. For our purposes, these
are the web pages that contain neighborhood selection and parking
information.
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* Inquiries:
Input/output combinations in which an input results in an immediate,
simple output... queries retrieve data directly from a database and
provide only rudimentary formatting. For our purposes, these are the
web pages that provide the Power User Tools.
* Logical Internal Files:
Single table in relational database
4.2.2. Website Content
The following is a listing of our total set of web pages:
* Home Page
* New Client Registration
* Parking Search
* Parking Availability
* Power User Tools
They are categorized as follows:
4.2.2.a. Web pages with Inputs:
o Home Page
o New Client Registration
o Parking Search
All of these are of medium complexity.
4.2.2.b. Web page with Outputs:
o Parking Availability,
High Complexity
4.2.2.c. Web pages with Inquiries:
10 Page 174: Rapid Development; Microsoft Press, 1996.
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o Power User Searches: Total Revenue Based on
" Availability
" Frequency of Vehicle Occupancy
" Overnight Occupancy
All of these are of medium complexity.
4.2.3. Database Tables
Here is a listing of the total set of database tables:
ShortTermSensorData, LongTermSensorData, Sensor, StreetCode,
Neighborhood, User, Roles. Of these, all are low complexity with the
exception of Sensor and User. Sensor and User are medium
complexity.
Table 3 Function Points
Program Unit Low Complexit Medium Complexity High ComplexityFP / PU
Web Inputs 0 3 0 12
Web Outputs 0 0 1 7
Web Queries 0 3 0 12
Database Tables 5 2 0 55
Total Function Points 86
The total function points is <100. This reflects the minimal number of
web pages and database entities that have been elected for
implementation.
Table 4 Lines of Code
Program Unit Tool Lines / Function Point Lines / Program Unit
Web ASP.NET 45 1395
Database SQL Server 40 2200
Total Lines Of Code 3595 1
The assumption made here is that C# will require approximately 45
lines of code (LOC) per function point (FP). The basis for this
assumption is C# may require slightly less lines of code per function
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point than C++ (50)11. We are assuming that SQL Server will require
the same number of LOC per FP as Oracle (40).
4.2.4. Person Months
IPM is in the McConnell category of a "Business Product." Assuming
that operations are under a nominal schedule, a 10,000-line product can
be built in 6 schedule months and 9 person months.12 The proposed
system is approximately 36% of the size so it will take slightly less than
36% of 9 person months to build. As per the graph, 3 months is a
rough, approximate estimate.
4.2.5. Schedule Months
Assuming that we could build a 10,000-line project in 6 schedule
months, we use the Capers Jones "first-order estimation"13 to estimate
that 3,600 lines could be completed in about (3,600/10,000)0.4 time, or
about 0.66 the time. Where 0.4 is the exponent associated with
building best in class Business Product. So, 6 schedule months is
reduced to 4 months.
4.2.6. Ranges
We are in the initial project definition stage. This means that the true
amount of effort needed to complete the project could be as low as
0.25 or 4.0 times as much as we have currently projected. This means
that our true range will lie somewhere between 8 and 13 months.
Finally, our schedule may range between 0.6 and 1.6 times what we
have currently projected, meaning the true range is between 2.4 and 6.4
Table 31-2, Page 519, Rapid Development.
12Table 8-10, Page 196, Rapid Development.Table 8-7, Page 185, Rapid Development
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schedule months.
4.3. Hardware Requirements
1. The sensors of choice must be able to sense vehicle presence
2. Sensors unit must emit a distinct signal that identifies parking status
3. The transceivers used must be compatible with the sensors i.e. receive
a signal from the sensor and convert it to a digital signal
4. The choice of hardware used i.e. sensors, transceivers and wireless
access points (WAP's) must be able to relay information to the
appropriate server
5. The sensor and transceiver used must conform to available power
requirements i.e. low energy use will be important because sensor
nodes will be placed in remote areas where power may not be
immediately available. In this case, the lifetime of a node may be
determined by the battery life, thereby requiring the minimization of
energy expenditure.
6. Sensors must be located in areas where they can be easily services and
also in locations where they are not easily disturbed.
Information pertaining to parking that is gathered via the sensor network
is collected and fed into a server. A Graphical User Interface (GUI)
selectively displays this data in a user friendly manner. The software front-
end that would be used to deliver the data to the final user in a format that
is understandable; the main target audience being users of PDA's, Cell
phones and PC's (Personal Computers).
4.3.1. Data Movement
Parking data from parking sensor network must be delivered to the
appropriate server (a server that is controlled by the M Eng. Intelligent
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Parking team). The following points illustrate the infrastructure that we
propose to deliver the data to our server.
1. Communication between the wireless access point (WAP) and the
sensors is facilitated by RF transceivers connected to each sensor.
2. The WAP then communicates with the wired network i.e. for our
purposes, the WAP is considered to be the gateway to the wired
network
3. The data then is delivered to the appropriate server through the local
area network (LAN). Once the data is delivered to the M. Eng web
server, it can be cleaned, analyzed and distributed in any what that
suits the end user.
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5. THE PROTOTYPE
The IPM prototype was designed to demonstrate the concept with available
technology. A website was built for the prototype (see Figure 16 - 21) and a live demo
presented to the Civil and Environmental Engineering Department during the new
student Open House (April 4th 2003). The hardware design requirements were used to
select hardware for this exercise. The Software Requirements documents and the spiral
process were used to design and construct the web enabled environment. This chapter
summarizes the activity that went into the demo set up.
5.1. Hardware Setup
The following equipment was chosen for our prototype purposes because it
conforms to the specifications and constraints listed in the hardware design
parameter
Figure 9 Transceiver Model DLM-433-AT Master Logger
DLM-4xx-AT master
Figure 10 Tranceiver Model DLS-433-AT Remote Logger
DLS-4xx-AT Remote
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Figure 11 Honeywell Sensor (Integrated with circuit board) HMC 2003
The equipment was wired according to Figure 15
Figure 12 Setup Illustration
INTERNET
C tion
vveD bfer
Laptop
3-AT (Master Logger)
DLS-433-AT (Remote Logger)
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Honeywell HMC2003 Sensors
5. 1. 1. Inter-device connectivity
The HMC2003 Honeywell sensors are directly connected to the DLS-433-
AT remote transceiver via copper wire. The transceiver has the capacity to
host 8 sensors and therefore is operating below its capacity for prototype
purposes (We only connect one sensor to the remote logger). The DLS-
433-AT Remote transceiver communicates with the DLM-433-AT Master
transceiver wirelessly via a master slave architecture. The DLM is directly
connected to a computer that sits on the MIT network. The LoggerMaster
Software (Backend Software) is installed on this machine (parking-server)
to enable it to communicate seamlessly with the DLM to interpret, display
and store data. Once the data is on this computer, it can be imported to a
web-server on the network where it is accessible via the web.
5.1.2. Communication Sequence'4
The remote logger (DLS) initially sends a two byte command to the DLM
(Master Logger). The first byte is sent and followed by a byte that specifies
the address of the logger. The DLM Master logger then broadcasts a RF
formatted data request to a specific DLS remote logger address to retrieve
their information. After broadcasting the data request, it reverts to receive
mode and awaits data from the remote logger address. Once the DLS
logger receives the request from the Master, and the address in the request
matches its own, it reads 8 analog voltages at the A/D converter to give a
12 bit voltage reading. The DLS then converts the digital signal to RF and
transmits it to the DLM where the data is transmitted to the computer
where it is interpreted, displayed and stored by the Back End Software
(LoggerMaster Software).
14 ABACOM Technologies Catalog DLM-433-AT, DLS-433-AT
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5.1.3. Data Transfer
Changes in Magnetic flux therefore cause the AMR sensor to send
analog signals to the slave logger. The slave logger performs an A/D
conversion, translates the signal to RF then broadcasts it. The master
logger is able to pick up the broadcasted signal, convert the RF signal
back into digital and relay the information to software running on a
computer (Back End Software) which is connected to a network. The
back-end software (i.e. software interpreting the digital signals from the
master logger into Data-points) allows the information to be dumped
into a flat file (text file) onto which the Front end of the software plugs
into.
5.1.4. Back End Software
The application was written in VB6 by the supplier of the hardware for
the specific purpose of being used in conjunction with the hardware i.e.
ABACOM transceivers. The software interface (see figure 14) allows us
limited control of the hardware once correctly set up. We do not have
access to the source code. However, we have control of the flat file (text
file) that stores data generated by the hardware setup (see figure 15).
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Figure 13 Backend Software Interface (Logger Master)
Figure 14 Flat-file from Backend Software
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5.1.5. Front End Software
This is the software that configures the data in the flat file, into an
acceptable format (data transformation), runs an algorithm interpret it,
then updates the appropriate table in the database. The front end
software also ensures the appropriate table in the database is tied in with
the logic that renders the status of parking and hence make it viewable
over the web. Thus, when the website is visited and a user requests for
parking availability for a specific location, the appropriate table in the
database is queried. The parking status i.e. the interpretation of data
collected from the hardware is delivered back to the user in graphical
form and/or in text format.
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5.1.6. Product Demonstration'5
To demo the product, we went through the following steps after
ensuring that the hardware component was properly set up
1. Logged on to IPM website. The following website was down loaded
Figure 15 IPM Illustration - Homepage
He Edt VSw Faortes Toois -b
4- Search Fac otes t eda
t r- err ted&~edse asos_____ 
_ _ __ _ __ d G
Welcome to the Intelligent Parking Management
(1PM) Homepage
Tomorrows Technology, Today
About us!
EGTPMAION PAGE We are an Infornation Techology Company tat provides realtime parking
itnfornation via the web, to divers needing parking in congested city centers. The
0G5- IN PAGE PAGE company was started on October 10 2003 by James Mnithi, Mesbah Haque,jedediah Northridge and Dion Edge, ott students at MIT at the ime. Our atissiocn is to
ABIU Us enable drivers in congested city centers to contribute to traffic management by
empooering thern to 'inteligently park" The notion ofintelegent parking as a too to
rffectively manage traffic has its oos on the premise that parkiog is a pooy managed
and scarce resource We believe that prosiding concerned parties with information
pertaining to parking might wi emnpower them to inteaigentty park and better utelize
availableresources.
Technology
We use state of the art Radio Frequency Identificaion (RFID) equipment to relay
parking information to our servers- This information is processed and made adilable
over the net
Mission
We intend to facilitate the emergence of "The Nest Generation City" by providing
information serices about the transport network. We are confideor that the wy
transportation is managed truly defines the sophistication andle ofits inhabitants.
By providing transportation ma-agement tools, IPM Iwll accelerate the prolferation
ofthe "Next generation City concept
.Vprir ffarrds
15 See Appendix C for more illustrations
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2. Navigated to the registration page and registered as an IPM user as
shown below
Figure 16 IPM illustration - Registration Page
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REGISTRATION PAGE
TomoWs Technology. Today
3. Navigated back to the Homepage and Logged in as shown below
Figure 17 IPM Illustration - Log in page
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4. We chose a pre-determined neighborhood to check for parking
availability (Since this was a demo, the hardware set up was mapped
to feed data to update this site)
Figure 18 IPM Illustration - Parking Search Page
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5. Figure 5.6 shows parking availability represented by the green stars in
the graphical illustration (In our case, this page was shown when the
Toy car was not in close proximity of the sensor)
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Figure 19 IPM Illustration - Parking Availability Page
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6. We then moved the Toy car next to the sensor and refreshed the
page after about 60 seconds
Figure 20 IPM Illustration - Refreshed Parking Availability Page
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5.1.7. Intepretation of Results
The set up was able to show that when a car is placed in close proximity
with the sensor i.e. a would be parking location, real time data pertaining
to the status of parking can be transmitted through the parking sensor
network, transmitted to web-server and stored in a database to be availed
over the web.
5.1.8. Mechanics of the Data Movement
The data movement i.e. from the back-end software text file to the web-
server is facilitated by a SQL server 2000 job that performs the following
steps.
Figure 21 SQL Server Job
The frequency with which the job is performed can be controlled
by clicking the "Schedules" tab (see Figure 23) and manipulating its
timing (see Figure 24)
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Figure 22Altering Frequency of the SQL job
Senasor Stuff Properties 
- (LOCAL)
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I I
Steps Schedules INotifications
Note: The current date/fime on target server is 5/7/20031:13 AM
New Schedule... New Alert .j E d. Delete
I
OK Cancel _ -pI; Help
Figure 23 Editing properties of the SQL job
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5.1.8.a. Data Transport
Data is transmitted from the parking-server 6 to the web-server17 by
use of a Transact-SQL statement. This statement (executed on the
web-server) copies the text-file' 8 from the parking-server the main-
server "as is". The following script was used to facilitate this
EXIEC xpcmdshell
c:\temp\report.txt /y'
'Copy \1\8 .5 8 .5.2 5 \loggermaster\report.txt
5.1.8.b. Data Transformation
The next step in the SQL server job is the execution of a (DTS)
package19 that extracts, transforms and consolidates data from the
local copy of the text file on the web-server (see Figure 17 for the
package illustration). Once data has been transformed the
DTSpackage uploads it into the appropriate table on the SQL
server database. The following script is used to run the application
dtsrun / SVerrix / UJedSQL /Pipmjed / NSensorDataX
16 The server to which the parking sensor network is directly connected to17 The server which hosts the website
18 See section 5.1.3a & Figure 15, Back End Software
19 See Figure 25 for graphical representation
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Figure 24 DTS Package
P cag Edt Comecion Task Workfbw %t IM~ 40 Ab 0
Csm ctbn
Create Table [1PM..Task
Connection 1
Drop table [IPMI.[...
Connection 2
5.1.8. c. Data Analysis
This is a Transact-SQL statement that analyzes the parking data in
the SQL database to determine the most relevant information that
needs to be considered for the most recent data-feed. It is
important to note that this step is necessary because the text file
copied from the parking-server contains all data that has been
stored since the sensors were activated. There is therefore a need to
separate the most recent data from historical data. The following
script is used to accomplish this
truncate table ShortSensorData
insert ShortSensorData
select top 200 [ime, channel,emf alarm
from sensordata
where channel = 'channel 0'
order by [time]desc
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5.1.8. d. Parking Status Determination
Once the most recent data is determined, this final step executes an
algorithm that is able to deduce the status of parking. Parking status
is determined by the number of occurrences of alarms in the
pertinent data-table. Once the total number of alarms20 in the data
overshoots a minimum threshold, the parking status deemed to be
occupied (the opposite applies if the threshold is not exceeded).
The algorithm then updates the database table from which the web
parking status data is obtained i.e. the ADO.NET application
queries this table and uses results obtained to render the pertinent
information to the user. The following script is used to accomplish
this
if(select count(alarm) from ShortSensorData where alarm= ALARM') > 30
update ShortTermSensorData
set available = 0, time = getdate)
where SensorID = 1
else
update ShortTermSensorData
set available = 1, time = getdate)
where SensorID = 1
20 See appendix C for picture illustration
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6. CONCULSIONS AND RECOMMENDA TIONS
6.1. General Conclusions
The results of the prototype show that the concept works. Parking
information can be availed on a real time basis to those who have access to
the web. This can be done via the use of parking sensor networks comprising
of Anisotrophic Magneto-Resistive (AMR) sensors and RF transceivers which
collectively work to feed information on parking status to a parking sensor
server server. The parking sensor server ties transmits this data toa web-
server that makes the information available via the World Wide Web. Thus,
real-time information on parking can be transparently provided to users via
the IPM model.
6.2. General Recommendations
6.2.1. Scaling of the 1PM Model
Given that the prototype is designed to specifically demonstrate proof of
concept, there are some factors that need to be taken into consideration
when scaling the IPM solution for large scale implementation. They can
be divided into the following categories
- Hardware Considerations
- Software Considerations
6.2.1.a. Hardware Considerations
The practical large-scale implementation of the IPM model would
probably not be done in exactly the same way the prototype is set up
due to trade offs between set up costs, data quality issues and quality of
hardware. The following are some issues that would require
consideration when scaling the IPM model
" Cost of Hardware
The cost of hardware used in the prototype is very high and
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should not be interpreted to mean that every real world
application will constitute the exact same hardware. Cheaper
hardware of comparable quality can be used in the parking
sensor network and deliver the necessary data to detect
occupancy and other parking information.
" Power Limitations
The sensors and the transceiver are each powered by a 9.OV
power source that each only last a few hours when
communicating, as per prototype specifications (The
transceivers broadcast RF signals every second while the
sensors transmit analog data continuously to the transceiver).
This works for prototype purposes because power is not an
issue when transceivers are communicating for a brief time
period. The batteries however can only last for a few hours of
they continuously communicate. For the parking sensor
network to communicate in an economically feasible manner,
the frequency of communication between the sensor and the
transceivers must be greatly scaled down. The broadcasting of
RF signals by the transceivers must also be reduced to
accommodate power constraints. The net effect of this would
be to compromise the quality of parking data provided i.e.
parking availability data may not reflect changes in status every
second but may reflect changes in parking status every five
minutes.
6.2.1.b. Software Considerations
Our software implementation is based partly on back end software
provided by the manufacturer of the hardware and front end
software that is developed by the IPM team. The following are
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considerations when developing the IPM software solution to cater
for the needs of a large scale deployment
" The prototype set up uses the Microsoft SQL server DTS
package to transform the data in the flat file and dump it into
a SQL database. This is a simple and efficient way to perform
the necessary actions on the data for prototype purposes.
However, data conversion challenges can also be undertaken
with more use of robust .NET tools. Thus, the challenge of
importing data from a text file into a SQL database can be
overcome by use of Regular expressions coupled with C#
tools of reading data into files e.g. FileStream and FileRead
methods. When data is read into a file using these methods,
ADO objects and SQL connection methods can be created to
configure necessary information into a database. This would
be more practical for large scale deployment of the model
because of the increased level of control over that offered by
the DTS package. The challenge of data rendering is thus
overcome by tying user queries on parking information to
logic that queries the database for appropriate information.
The methodology used is C# tools to be able to associate user
requests with appropriate SQL to query database using
appropriate ADO objects and SQL connections.
" Signal Interpretation
Additional signal interpretation and refinement can be done
to better interpret information pertaining parking status
delivered by the hardware. This would require more time and
effort on the part of the IPM team as far as development of
the backend software goes. Access to the source code would
be necessary in order to accomplish this (from the
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manufacturer). If this is not possible, development of IPM
back end software would be critical to changing the signal
processing qualities of current
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APPENDIX
APPENDIX A - Data Transformation Services Tutorial2'
DTS Steps22
Once the DTS wizard is activated, the following screen appears. The user will be
required to follow the steps to perform a data transfer operation
1. Activate the DTS wizard and follow pertinent instructions
Data Transformation Services
Import/Export Wizard
The Data Transformation Services Import/Export Wizard
allows you to export and transform heterogeneous data.
This wizard guides you through the steps to export data
between many popular data formats including databases,
spreadsheets, and text files.
Net>Cancel Help
2 Adapted from DTS Tutorial http://www.daycohost.com/ingles/faq sql.htm#3, 05/01/03
22 This Tutorial is very generic and gives general pointers to how DTS can be used to transfer
information between databases.
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Choose a Data Source
From where do you want to copy data? You can copy data from one of the
following sources.
Data Source Microsoft OLE DB Provider for SQL Server
To connect to Microsoft SQL Server, you must specify the server, user
name and password.
Server: ISOURCEI zJ
P Use Windows Authentication
Use SQL Server Authentication
Username: sa
Password
Database: pubs'. Refresh Advanced...
SBk Next Cance Help
Choose a destination
To where do you want to copy data? You can copy data to one of the following
destinations.
Destination: a
-71
To connect to Microsoft SQL Server, you must specify the server, user
name, and password.
Server: w2k11
C Use Windows Authentication
5 Use SQL Server Authentication
Username: rantest2
Password:
ryantest2 Refresh Advanced..
< Back Next > Cancel Help
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Database:
Specify Table Copy or Query
Specify whether to copy one or more
the data source.
Microsoft SQL Server
tables/views or the results of a query from
Microsoft SQL Server
K. Copy tale s) and view(s) rom the source atabasg
- Use a query to specify the data to transfer
Copy objects and data between SQL Server databases
<eBack jxtU> Cancel Help
Select Source Tables and Views
You can choose one or more tables or views to copy. You can copy the schema
and data as it appears in the source or click (.. to transform the data using
ActveXscripts
T able(s) and View(s
Source Destination Transform
[J [pubs].fdbo].[roys... Al [ryantest2].[ryantest2.[r...
W [pubs].[dbo].[sales] 'al [ryantest2j.[ryantest2j.[...
1 I [pubs].[dbo].[stores] 'l [ryantest2j.[ryantest2].[...
0V M [pubs].[dbo].[titlea... 10 [ryantest2].[ryantest2].[t ...
L [pubs]. [dbo]. [titles] Al [ryantest2].[ryantest2J.[t
..l.... -- I 4 ME E
Select All Deselect All Preview...
< Back . Next > Cancel Help
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I
Save, schedule, and replicate package
Specify if you want to save this DTS package. You may also replicate the data or
schedule the package to be executed at a later time.
When'
W IRun immediatelv f Use replication to publish destination data
r Schedule D TS package for later execution
Save
av SaeDT S Package C,
< Back ext Cancel Help
Completing the DTS Import/Export
Wizard
You have successfully specified the information required to
copy, transform, or transfer the data. Review the selections
below and click on FINISH to execute
Summary:
Destination: Microsoft SQL Server
Using Microsoft OLE DB Provider for SQL Server
Location. w2k111
Database ryantest2
T ables[pubs].[dbo].[authors]-> [ryantest2].fryantest2].[authors]
[pubs].[dbo],[discounts] -> [ryantest2].[ryantest2]J.[discou
< Back FnisZ Cancel
J
Successfully copied 11 table(s) from Microsoft SQL Server to Microsoft SQL Server.
_OK
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_J
..........
)j' j
Microsoft SQL Server Microsof t SQL Server
Progress
Status:
Step Name Status
j Create T able [ryantest2].[ryantest2].[authors] Step
j Copy Data from authors to [ryantest2].[ryantest2]. [authors] Step
[- Create Table [ryantest2].[ryantest2].[discounts] Step
J Copy Data from discounts to [ryantest2].[ryantest2].[discoun...
j Create T able [ryantest2].[ryantest2].[employee] S tep
1j Copy Data from employee to [ryantest2].[ryantest2]. [employ...
. Create Table [ryantest2] [ryantest2] [jobs] Step
Complete
Complete (23]
Complete
Complete [3]
Complete
Complete (43]
Complete
Done
2. All data and tables should be copied at this point. The next step is to
retrieve other SQL Server objects. Repeat the procedure until you get
to here then continue as shown below.
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Specify Table Copy or Query
Specify whether to copy one or more tables/views or the results of a query from
the data source.
Microsoft SQL Server
t Copy table(s) and view(s) from the source database
* Use a query to specify the data to transfer
4 opy objects and data between S QL Server databasesi
< Back Next > Cancel Help I
icirosoft SQL Server
Select Objects to Copy
You can copy tables, data, stored procedures, referential integrity constraints,
security, and indexes. Choose the object(s) to copy.
Create destination objects [tables, views, stored procedures, constraints, etc.)
N Drop destination objects first
r Include all dependent objects
J Include extended properties
r Copy data
sC n
F' Use Collation
F Copy all objects
Script file directory:
Select Objects...
Options...
C:\Program Files\Microsoft SQL Server\80\
k Ia xtU Cancel Help
O blectsJ
Show all tables
6 ' Show all views
9( Show all stored procedures
f W Show user-defined functions
Objects
Show all defaults
E Show all rules
C3 F' Show user-defined data types
Object Name Type
[1 k titleview View
R byroyalty Stored Procedure
I reptql Stored Procedure
R reptq2 Stored Procedure
M reptq3 Stored Procedure
Select All Check Uncheck
OK Cancel Help
3. Uncheck Show all tables as all of the tables have been transferred
already. Also uncheck Show user-defined data types as it is necessary
to create those on the destination side first. Unfortunately, it is not
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possible to use DTS to transfer UDTS on our servers. This is because
the script that the DTS wizard generates calls "SETUSER"
statements which can only be executed by a DBO or sysadmin.
Optio n
Security options
Copy database users and database roles
r Copy SQL Server logins Windows and SQL Server logins)
Copy object-level permissions
Table options
m Copy indexes
W Copy triggers
Copy full text indexes
1W Copy PRIMARY and FOREIGN keys
r Generate Scripts in Unicode
Quoted identifiers
P Use quoted identifiers when copying objects
OK Cancel Help
4. Make sure all three security options are OFF!
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Save, schedule, and replicate package
Specify if you want to save this DTS packa
schedule the package to be executed at a
When
P un immediateyv
a
ge. You may also replicate the data or
later time.
V Use replication to publish destination data
r Schedule DTS package for later execution J-
Save
Save D T S Package
k Bf ext Cance Help
Successfully copied objects from Microsoft SQL Server to Microsoft SQL Server.
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10
C'
Microsoft SQL Server Microsoft SQL Server
Progress:
Status.
Step Name Status
R2 Copy SQL Server Objects Complete
This section of the document just attempts to show some simple ways to transfer
database objects and data. A user may find different combinations of these
techniques are more appropriate for their database. For example, a user could use the
DTS wizard to transfer tables and data to the server and then use SQL scripts to
apply constraints, indexes, keys, triggers, etc. after all of the data already exists.
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APPENDIX - B Market Size and Target Segments
With so many players in the value chain and such a fragmented and localized
industry it is critical to identify the customer segment with the best strategic fit
for advanced technology. Our initial target segment is the Parking Management
organization within the Public Parking with Fee value chain. More specifically,
we are targeting local parking management companies/government organization
within major metro area cities. Since we are most familiar with the business
dynamics in the city of Boston, we will first target the Parking Management
organization within the Public Parking with Fee value chain in Boston.
Cities with the highest concentration of commuters and CBD's stand to benfit
the most from better parking management. As an initial target segment, this will
allow us to deliver proof of concept and validate our business proposition
before approaching larger companies like Central Parking Corporation as an
integrated vendor and partner. According to a Colliers International study of 50
CBD's across the United States, parking rates in the northeast and west coast
registered considerably more than the rest of the nation. 23 It makes sense for us
to target the cities with the greatest need in order to deliver the greatest value.
Among the largest cities, Atlanta ($100), Dallas ($100), Miami ($94) and Phoenix
($50) offer the lowest unreserved monthly parking.24 These cities would most
likely not benefit dramatically from technology enabled parking systems and do
not fall into our initial target segment. However, only 32% of major cities said
parking was "limited" while 66% said parking was "fair" or "abundant."
Reserved parking rates 25 fell 3% to an average of $192.22 and daily rates 26 fell to
2.5% to an average of $12.95. Taken as whole, parking is becoming more
constrained in the very largest metro areas and experiencing sufficient or ample
23 "North American CBD Parking Rate Survey Highlights 2002," Colliers International,
www.colliers.com.
24 Unreserved parking - The customer is guaranteed a space upon entry.
25 Reserved parking - The customer is guaranteed the same space for every entry.
26 Daily parking - The customer is permitted to park for a full day and is not effected by 'early bird'
restrictions.
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capacity in the mid to small cities. This further helps to identify relevant target
segments.
The Colliers study lists the major CBD's with high, low and average figures for
Monthly Unreserved, Monthly Reserved, Daily Parking and Additional Garage
Information. Below is a summary table of the relevant data and can be used as
a proxy to determine initial customer viability:
North America Monthly Parking Rates June 2002
Monthly Unreserved Parking Rate - High ($) $185.47
Monthly Unreserved Parking Rate - Low($) $108.04
Monthly Unreserved Parking Rate - Average ($) $147.32
Monthly Reserved Parking Rate - High ($) $237.23
Monthly Reserved Parking Rate - Low ($) $152.42
Monthly Reserved Parking Rate - Average ($) $192.22
Daily Parking Rate - High ($) $17.00
Daily Parking Rate - Low ($) $9.17
Daily Parking Rate - Average ($) $12.95
Garages Offering Additional Services (%) 22%
Garages with Waiting Lists (%) 22.8%
Typical Wait Period (months) 3.6
Specifically, we will use Monthly Unreserved Parking, Monthly Preserved
Parking, Daily Parking and Garages Offering Additional Services as a proxy to
assess customer viability.
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APPENDIX C - PROTOTYPE
The following are illustrations of the prototype set up
DLM-433-AT Connected to Computer
DLS-433-AT connected to Sensor via Copper Wire
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Toy Car Used in the Prototype (Toy Mercedes CLK Cabrio)
Set up when Toy Car is Away From Honeywell HMC2003 Sensor
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Back End Software Interface when toy car is away from Honeywell HMC2003 sensor
Movement of the Car to the Honeywell HMC2003 Sensor
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Effect on Back-End Software Interface when toy car is moved near HMC2003
sensor
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Effect on Flat File (Text File) when Toy Car is moved close to HMC2003 Sensor
File Edit Format View Help
"5/4/2003 10:03:43 PM logger 1 channel 0 254.9377 ALARM5/4/2003 10:03:43 PM logger 1 channel 1 254.9377"5/4/2003 10:03:43 PM logger 1 channel 2 125.07205/4/2003 10:03:43 PM logger 1 channel 3 82.8003"
"5/4/2003 10:03:43 PM logger 1 channel 4 72.8394"5/4/2003 10:03:43 PM logger 1 channel 5 129.1187"
"5/4/2003 10:03:43 PM logger 1 channel 6 79. 6875"
"5/4/2003 10:03:43 PM logger 1 channel 7 140.2625"
"5/4/2003 10:03:43 PM logger 1 channel 0 86.9714"5/4/2003 10:03:43 PM logger 1 channel 1 31. 5015"
"5/4/2003 10:03:43 PM logger 1 channel 2 14.3188"
"5/4/2003 10:03:43 PM logger 1 channel 3 12. 3267"
"5/4/2003 10:03:43 PM logger 1 channel 4 12.0154"5/4/2003 10:03:43 PM logger 1 channel 5 11.4551"
"5/4/2003 10:03:43 PM logger 1 channel 6 11.3928"
"5/4/2003 10:03:43 PM logger 1 channel 7 26.3965"
"5/4/2003 10:03:44 PM logger 1 channel 0 254.9377 ALARM!"
"5/4/2003 10:03:44 PM logger 1 channel 1 88.4033"
"5/4/2003 10:03:44 PM logger 1 channel 2 20.4199"
"5/4/2003 10:03:44 PM logger 1 channel 3 14.7546"
"5/4/2003 10:03:44 PM logger 1 channel 4 13. 5718"
"5/4/2003 10:03:44 PM logger 1 channel 5 13.4473"
"5/4/2003 10:03:44 PM logger 1 channel 6 17. 2449"
"5/4/2003 10:03:44 PM logger 1 channel 7 84.2322"
"5/4/2003 10:03:45 PM logger 1 channel 0 254.9377 ALARM!"
"5/4/2003 10:03:45 PM logger 1 channel 1 185.2734"
"5/4/2003 10:03:45 PM logger 1 channel 2 88. 9014"
"5/4/2003 10:03:45 PM logger 1 channel 3 69.9756"
"5/4/2003 10:03:45 PM logger 1 channel 4 67.0496"
"5/4/2003 10:03:45 PM logger 1 channel 5 65.9290"
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APPENDIX D - IPM Team Resources
Mesbah Hague
Since 1998, Mesbah has been the president and founder of i.e.Networks, Inc.,
located in Medford, MA. The services provided at i.e.Networks involve
providing Microsoft based solutions in Training, Systems, Network and
Development; providing training on Microsoft .NET platform technologies;
planning and configure messaging infrastructure solution using Microsoft
Exchange Server; database administration and design solutions using
Microsoft SQL Server, Access and integration with Oracle, Sybase, DB2 and
Informix for analysis through Data Mart/Warehouse. Mesbah has been a
freelance technical specialist since 1996 and a Microsoft Certified Partner
since 1999. As a Certified Microsoft instructor, Mesbah has delivered
Microsoft Official Curriculum (MOC) courses, and developed custom courses,
in corporate classroom environment on state-of-the-art technologies.
Mesbah will receive his Master of Engineering in Information Technology
from the Massachusetts Institute of Technology in June, 2003. In addition to
his studies, Mesbah is a research and teaching assistant for the Malaysia
University of Science & Technology (MUST) and MIT collaborative initiative
for Professor John Williams, Director of Intelligent Engineering Systems Lab.
He received his Bachelor of Science in Engineering, Civil Engineering from
the University of Massachusetts - Lowell, MA in 2001, with honors: Cum
Laude and Dean's List.
Mesbah has numerous certifications to include Microsoft Certified Systems
Administrator (MCSA) 2002, Microsoft Certified Professional + Site Building
(MCP + Site Building) 2002, Microsoft Certified Solution Developer (MCSD)
2002 and CompTIA Certified Technical Trainer (CTT+) 2001.
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James Muriithi
James is a former civil & environmental engineer from General Motors
Corporation (2000 to 2002). At GM, he developed management software to
integrate, analyze and report data reducing turnaround time for delivery of
environmental reports by 90%; James also designed a web-based document
control system which reduced time spent on maintenance of document
control centers by 80%; As the GM Lordstown Environmental Engineer, he
implemented environmental management system based on International
Organization of Standards (ISO 14001) and maintained the GM site's
environmental compliance (i.e. Clean Air Act (CAA), Tide V Permit, Resource
Conservation Recovery Act (RCRA), Department of Transportation DOT
guidelines, Pollution Prevention PP, Resource Management and Regulatory
Reporting). Other pertinent responsibilities included conducting regular
management reviews, training environmental auditors, planning regular
internal audits, and developing preventative and corrective actions.
James will receive his Master of Engineering in Information Technology from
the Massachusetts Institute of Technology this June. Relevant coursework
includes Foundations of Software Engineering & Web Services, Database
Internet & Telecom System Integration and Software Architecting. Relevant
computer skills include a working knowledge of Java, C#, .NET Platform
(Microsoft Visual Studio) SQL, XML, HTML, VB, VBScript, JavaScript, VBA
and AUTOCAD. James graduated in 2000 from Tennessee State University
with a Bachelor of Science in Civil & Environmental Engineering, Summa
Cum Laude. Other academic honors include the following; All American
Scholar - 1997, Presidential Scholar, Golden-Key National Honor Society,
Ramsay Classic Marine Corp Award. His is a polished classical and jazz
pianist, and volunteers his musical talents in many social and community
functions.
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Jedidiah Northridge
Jed was a software developer for Lucent Technologies, Billing and Customer
Care, and the Energy and Utilities Group (previously known as Kenan
Systems). Jed created modular extensions for the Arbor/BP Billing
Framework. These database-centric extensions were written in C, using
PL/SQL to interact with Oracle databases. Additionally, he designed and
authored associated tables, triggers, and stored procedures. As a Lucent Unix
administrator, Jed played an integral role in a 3 person team supporting an
international software development environment composed of 10^ 2 servers
and 10^3 users.
Jed will receive his Master of Science in Information Technology in July of
2004 from the Massachusetts Institute of Technology. In addition to his
coursework, Jed participated in the Technology Enabled Active Learning
project (TEAL). This project utilizes Java applications and applets to simulate
and teach the fundamentals of electricity and magnetism. These simulations
are now being used in an introductory Physics course at MIT. Jed is also a
research assistant at the Center for Educational Computing Initiatives at MIT,
(CECI), working with MIT professors to create educational materials aimed at
teaching core computer science concepts in an undergraduate course at MIT.
Jed received his Bachelor of Science in Mathematics from Trinity College in
1998, where he also received the Phi Gamma Delta Senior Prize and the Phi
Gamma Delta Teaching Fellowship
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Dion Edge
Dion was, most recently, an internal consultant for Bracom Corporation, a
healthcare IT solutions provider in Dallas, Texas. Prior to that, Dion founded
and sold his own company, ModernPopArt, an online retail art, clothing and
merchandise retailer. He employed and managed a dozen fine and graphic
artists, web designers and general laborers; managed company finances,
developed marketing strategy and managed operations; and Dion financed his
graduate education with sale of the company to W3Commerce in 2001.
Finally, Dion served his country in the US Army for five years as a combat
arms officer. He held numerous leadership positions as the Fort Sill Training
Command Operations Officer, Battalion Logistics and Maintenance Officer,
Executive Officer, Logistics and Maintenance Officer and Platoon Leader
Dion is currently a second year Master of Business Administration candidate
at the MIT Sloan School of Management and Master of Engineering in
Information Technology candidate at the MIT School of Engineering. He is
also a teaching assistant for Professors Stewart Myers and Robert Pindyck and
the Zoe Capital Fellow, a research and due diligence position for a Boston
Common Angel investor. Additionally, Dion is the recipient of the Thomas
Vincent Fellowship Award, Alvin J. Siteman Fellowship Award and United
Technologies Fellowship Award. Dion received his Bachelor of Science in
Systems Engineering from the United States Military Academy at West Point,
where he was the USMA Boxing Team Captain and recipient of the David
Marcus Memorial Award for Leadership.
Dion is a dedicated husband and father of two young children, a voracious
reader and muscle car enthusiast. He still finds time to box occasionally.
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